WORK FROM HOME.
PRINT FROM HOME AND PRINTER SUPPLIES CONTINUITY
After transitioning a portion of your workforce to a Work from Home (WFH) environment, you
are now faced with a new set of challenges in providing document printing capabilities for your
organization:

• C hoosing the Right WFH Print Device: Casual users printing a few documents per day have
very different needs from those generating a high volume of business-critical documents.

• Ensuring Supplies Availability: Your staff is now responsible for finding a reliable source of
ready-access printer supplies for both your WFH users and remaining office staff.

• Simplifying Supplies Replacement: Printers will continue to need supplies to print, requiring
an efficient replenishment process to free your IT staff to focus their attention where it’s
needed most.

Fortunately, CDW can help you meet these challenges every step of the way with several
ready-to-go solutions:

•W
 FH Print for Any User: From small-footprint MFPs ideal for basic users, to robust VPN-ready

print devices to address power users, CDW and our partners at Brother, HP, Lexmark and Xerox
have preselected, in-stock print solutions for every kind of employee.

• S upplies Available – When and Wherever You Need Them: CDW’s extensive nationwide

distribution and warehousing network ensures excellent stocking positions on ALL the printer
supplies your organization needs. Leverage CDW’s complimentary Printer Supplies Program
(PSP) to provide users easy access to discounted supplies, with free ground shipping to both
office and home addresses.

• S implified Supplies Replenishment: Printer supply issues are the last thing your IT staff wants
to deal with. CDW’s complimentary Printer Supplies Program provides your organization
with no-cost toner fulfillment services, including automatic toner delivery, prompted toner
notifications, custom toner ordering pages and deep discounts on every major toner brand.
These PSP features are available at no cost to you, and require no contracts, commitments,
renewals or fees of any kind.

Call the CDW Print Solutions Team at 866.585.4413
or click HERE for more details.
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